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The children loved our Aliens love Underpants day last
week and some of them really got into character by
speaking in Alien language!! Thank you for all your effort
with costumes etc, we really appreciate you getting involved and it was lovely to see the enthusiasm from the
children. We have enjoyed exploring the snowy and icy
weather outdoors this week too :)
Phonics
This week our sound of the week is ‘u’, next week it will be ’r’ (the picture of the rrrrobot) .
Our song of the week will be ‘Rock a bye baby’. Thank you for bringing in underpants and an
umbrella this week! :)
Maths
We have been thinking about big, bigger, biggest and far, further, furthest this week as well
as remembering off by heart that we have 1 head and 2 hands!
Rhythm and Rhyme time
You are welcome to join us for Rhythm and Rhyme time! These sessions happen EVERY
WEEK. Mondays 2.50—3.15 and Fridays 8.55—9.20—we love having you there! :)
Donations
Donations of greetings cards, shiny bits, unusual things for sticking, bottle tops, plastic and
boxes would be greatly appreciated as we are running low, thank you.
Shoes
Please ensure that your child comes into school in shoes that are easy for them to get on and
off themselves. This means that staff can spend more time playing with all the children
(which is our main way of developing their learning). Thank you.
IMPORTANT DATES
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Fri 15th Feb— 8.55—10.30 Stay and play
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Remember that you can email us to share anything from home: nursery@parkspringprimary.co.uk

Thank you for your continued support.
Mrs Ward
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wolf

Grandma / Granny

Mother
poorly

daughter
woods

stranger

unwell
forest

lurking

axe

See if you can talk about these at home this week...
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When the bough breaks, the cradle will fall,
And down will come baby, cradle and all.

axe

When the bough breaks, the cradle will fall,
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